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Tidal Music Streaming Service and Entertainment Platform (Streaming Platform) 

Infringement of the ‘609 patent 

Claim 28 Evidence 

28. A method of operating 

a web page, comprising: 

 

  

The Tidal Streaming Platform performs a method of 

operating a web page. 

 

For example, the Tidal Streaming Platform provides a Web 

Client. The Web Client has functionality perform operations 

for creating and playing streaming content. A respective 

area of a Web page is used for each of: displaying the 

source of the streaming content, displaying the playing 

order, and presenting the streaming content. [A] [B] 

displaying multiple 

sources of streaming 

content to a user in a first 

area of a web page; 

 

The Tidal Streaming Platform displays multiple sources of 

streaming content. This is displayed to a user in a first area 

of a web page. 

 

For example, the Tidal Web Client groups sources of 

streaming content into playlists, which are displayed in one 

area of the Streaming Platform display. Other sources 

include “Collections” which are broken down into various 

sources such as: Albums, Tracks, Videos and Artists. [B] [E] 

receiving user input to 

select a playing order for 

the sources of streaming 

content;  

The Tidal Streaming Platform receives user input for 

selecting a playing order of the sources of streaming 

content. 

 

For example, Tidal Web Client enables a user to select a 

particular playlist to play immediately. This can be done by 

clicking on the text/link of the selected playlist. Further, the 

playing order of content within a given playlist can be 

changed by the user. [C] [D] 

storing the playing order;  The Tidal Streaming Platform stores the playing order.  

 

For example, the Tidal Web Client supports editing and 

saving playlists. [D] 

and displaying the playing 

order in a second area of 

the web page, wherein 

the multiple sources of 

streaming content and 

the playing order are 

simultaneously viewable 

in non-overlapping first 

The Tidal Streaming Platform displays the playing order in a 

second area of the web page. Multiple sources of streaming 

content and the playing order are simultaneously viewable 

in non-overlapping areas. 

 

For example, Tidal Web Client displays the playlists and the 

content that belongs to the playlist that is being played in 

respective areas of the Streaming Platform display. [A] [B] 
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and second areas; 

 

[E] 

 

receiving user input to 

start delivering the 

streaming content to the 

user; and 

 

The Tidal Streaming Platform receives user input to initiate 

the delivery of streaming content to the user. 

 

For example, Tidal Web Client has a play button for each 

item of content. Clicking on the play button for the first 

item in a playlist will cause that content item to be played, 

followed automatically by the next item, and so on. [A] [B] 

[C] 

 

presenting the streaming 

content to the user in the 

stored playing order in a 

third area of the web 

page. 

 

The Tidal Streaming Platform presents the streaming 

content to the user in the stored playing order in a third 

area of the web page 

 

For example, Tidal Streaming Platform has a “playing now” 

area of the Streaming Platform that displays the content 

item currently being played. [A] [B] [E] 
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